Kia is the newest and most exciting force of change in the automotive world and we are ready to change the way you feel
and think about driving. More than just a promise, we are committed to making driving a true pleasure for customers across
the globe. With youthful and dynamic styling and the latest in advanced technologies, Kia cars are turning heads the world
over with the power to surprise. From the Picanto to the Telluride, Kia offers a full lineup of sedans, SUVs and MPVs that are
not only practical and stylish but downright exhilarating to drive. Keep your eyes on Kia because our best has yet to come.

About Kia Motors Corporation
Kia Motors (www.kia.com) is a maker of world-class quality vehicles for the young-at-heart. Founded in 1944, Kia today
sells around 3 million vehicles a year in 190 countries, with more than 52,000 employees worldwide, annual revenues of over
KRW 58 trillion (about US$50 billion) and manufacturing facilities in six countries. Kia is spearheading the transition to
electric vehicles and pursuing mobility services to help tackle urban challenges around the world. The company's brand
slogan – "The Power to Surprise" – represents Kia’s global commitment to surprise the world with exciting, inspiring
experiences that go beyond expectations.

www.facebook.com/kia.sg

www.instagram.com/kia_sg

www.youtube.com/KiaSingapore

Kia.com.sg / Kia.sg

All information and illustrations are subject to change without notice. Specifications may vary. Please contact Cycle &
Carriage Kia Pte Ltd for current information. Body colours shown are only indicative. Visuals shown are for illustration
purpose only.

Kia Showrooms
239 Alexandra Road
22 Ubi Road 4

Tel: 6866 1666
Tel: 6746 2000

Corporate Showroom
239 Alexandra Road, Level 2 S(159930)

Tel: 6470 7377

Kia Service Centres
241 Alexandra Road
209 Pandan Gardens
330 Ubi Road 3
600 Sin Ming Avenue

Tel: 6427 8800
Tel: 6568 4555
Tel: 6746 1000
Tel: 6932 8000
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FLATTERINGLY
STRIKING LOOKS
THE NEW SHAPE OF BOLDNESS
Outside, it's an eye-catching, dynamic compact SUV with muscular curves. Inside,
it's an invigorating drive—and a comfortable, tech-savvy retreat.
The new Kia Seltos checks all the boxes and then some.

BOLD DESIGN THAT
CATCHES EVERY EYE
THE STRONG, SILENT TYPE THAT CAN ALSO ROAR
Athletic contours make Seltos look like it’s ready to pounce.
Refined details hint at a calm intelligence. The styling conveys strength
and composure that come to life on the road.

FACE YOUR
NEXT ADVENTURE WITH
RELAXED REFINEMENT

ELEGANT & COMFORTABLE
FUNCTIONALITY

The spacious and welcoming interior combines a simple, intelligent driver interface with firm yet
comfortable seating and tasteful appointments for everyone inside. A well-balanced suspension delivers
a smooth ride. An available sunroof adds to the cabin’s open feeling. The decor is sophisticated, but it can
also be livened up with a variety of bold color treatments.

THE WORLD LOOKS
BETTER FROM THE INSIDE

_60:40 split-folding rear seats

To minimize driver eye movement, displays are positioned at only slight angles
from one another, and from the road ahead. But it's not just about the driver.
This interior is designed to entertain everyone inside in true comfort.

The rear seatbacks split 60:40 and fold flat to
accommodate a variety of passenger and cargo
combinations. When the seatbacks are folded flat,
large, bulky items can be transported without
obstructing the view out the rear glass.

6 theme choices
Party Time Traveling Midnight City Romance Cafe Hey! Yo!

_Head-up display

_10.25" touchscreen display (coming soon)

_Sound mood lighting system

_433-liter luggage capacity

The head-up display projects an image equivalent to an 8" screen onto the windshield, letting you monitor
speed, remaining distance to empty, cruise control, and DRIVE WiSE technology data, without looking away
from the road.

The wide, customizable 10.25" TFT LCD high-resolution display presents navigation and audio data,
rear view monitor, and parking guidance, all at a glance.

Door surfaces glow with soothing colors that change at regular intervals, or pulsate in sync
with your music.

The luggage board of the roomy cargo space can be set higher to conceal items, or lower to offer more cargo
volume. A low-cut opening makes loading easy. The rear seat backs split 60/40 and fold forward, expanding the
cargo area into the cabin.

_ 7-inch TFT LCD supervision cluster
The supervision cluster helps you stay focused and informed, with data like remaining distance to empty
and fuel consumption, navigation cues, and outside temperature.

_Smartphone wireless charger

_6-speaker sound system

Charge a compatible mobile phone wirelessly on the pad in front of the gear selector.

The advanced 6-speaker sound system creates full-bodied sound reproduction.

TECHNOLOGY THAT MAKES
US ALL LOOK GOOD

Sometimes the smartest solution is the simplest one. The Seltos offers a range of Kia
DRIVE WiSE technologies to help make driving safer and less stressful. They come into
play when you're changing lanes on the motorway, maneuvering into a tight parking
space, or backing out into the street. The technology in the Seltos is dedicated to
keeping you focused and well informed, while it can even step in to help keep you out
of danger.

_Parking Distance Warning (PDW)

_Rear View Monitor (RVM)

_Drive Mode Select (DMS)

To help you park safely and confidently, PDW employs ultrasonic sensors mounted on the bumpers and uses
audible alerts, and visual warnings on the supervison cluster, to warn you of any vehicles or obstacles ahead of
you or behind you that may be getting too close.

Rear View Monitor with Parking Guidance gives you a live view
of what's behind you. Lines superimposed on the image help
you know how much space you have.

The Seltos’ DMS includes 3 modes, Normal, Eco, Sport that change the driving characteristics.

_Cruise control
Cruise control lets you choose a preferred speed to give your foot a rest on the open road. Lightly tapping
the brakes, or pressing the cancel button, will restore Seltos to manual acceleration mode.

The Seltos has its priorities straight. Its technology gets you to your destination more vigorously and
efficiently. It is also devoted to getting you there safely. The 1.4T with 7DCT engine comes in automatic
transmissions for a responsive and precise drive, while its passive safety systems prioritize occupant
protection.
_7-speed DCT

_Engine start button

Gasoline 1.4 T-GDI
Displacement (cc)

1,353

Max. power

140 ps

Max. torque

242 Nm

Mated transmission

7DCT

_Stronger through added AHSS
From head to toe, the Seltos makes extensive use of advanced
high strength steel (AHSS) throughout its well-reinforced
chassis design. The result is exemplary control, dynamic
performance, and enhanced occupant protection.

AN ALL-ROAD PERFORMER,
A NATURAL BORN PROTECTOR

_6 airbag system
To help protect occupants and potentially reduce injuries in the
event of a collision, the Seltos offers driver and front passenger
airbags, two front side airbags, and available side-curtain
airbags running the length of the interior on each side.

THE ONE CONSTANT
IN YOUR BUSY LIFE
EVERY ERRAND BRINGS YOU
THAT MUCH CLOSER TOGETHER
The rugged and welcoming Seltos will become an indispensable
companion as it accompanies you throughout your day, meeting
friends old and new.

_Stylish radiator grille

WELCOME TO
THE NEXT LEVEL

Why not wear your passion for driving right out in the open? The Seltos GT-Line applies
sophisticated design cues inside and out that emphasize the performance attributes of
the Seltos. GT-Line presents a refreshingly sporty and luxurious take on the already fresh
and athletic Seltos design.

_Sporty door scuffs and 17" alloy wheels

_D-cut steering wheel

_Center fascia accent

With its striking exterior accents, the Seltos GT-Line stands apart with a personality
all its own. Racing-inspired touches, like the D-cut steering wheel and the stainless pedals
with easy-to-grip rubber nubs, help to make the Seltos GT-Line as exciting to drive as
it is to look at.

_Stainless steel pedals

YOUR PRIORITIES
ARE OUR COMMAND

The Seltos offer a range of features to meet your needs and preferences. From the
exterior lighting to the interior comfort and entertainment options, they are specially
catered to you and the people along for the drive.
Sunroof
A sturdy single-panel sunroof tilts and slides out of the way with one simple touch, filling the spacious interior
with fresh, cooling breezes while giving occupants a view of the open sky.
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[01] LED headlamps

[02] LED rear lamps

[03] Side door molding

Energy-efficient LED headlamps combine the
benefits of longevity and immediate, consistent
illumination for a clearer view of the road at night.

Energy-efficient LEDs in the rear lighting clusters
offer immediate illumination and consistent
brightness, as well as phenomenal longevity.

Sculpted side molding helps to protect the doors from
bumps when they are opened. The molding also adds
a strong visual accent, giving the Seltos an aggressive,
muscular appearance.

[04] 7 inch TFT LCD Colour Supervision cluster

[05] Steering wheel audio remote

[06] Electro-chromic mirror

The 7-inch supervision cluster display between
the gauges keeps important information like fuel
consumption and driving range easily accessible with
just a quick glance.

Adjust audio settings using just your thumb for
enhanced driving safety

In low lighting conditions, the rearview mirror
automatically dims the glare from the headlights of
vehicles behind you. Shift into reverse and it
automatically switches to the brightest setting.

[07] Single-zone automatic climate control

[08] Ventilated Front Seats

[09] Sunshade curtain

Auto temperature control lets you select a desired
temperature for the system to maintain. A digital
readout displays temperature and settings

Stay cool on hot days with subtle airflow-enabling
perforations in both the cushion and seatback of the
front seats.

Retractable sunshades for the rear-door windows
help keep passengers and stowed cargo cool on
sunny days.

Exterior Colors

Interior Colors

Lively exterior colors accentuate the bold contours of the Seltos. Stand out from the
crowd with one of our appealing color options
One-tone body colors

We care for you the same way we care for our family. Experience the Cycle & Carriage
Kia Service spirit as we welcome you at our Kia Authorised Service Centres.

Steel Grey
(KLG)

Gravity Grey
(KDG)

Aurora Black Pearl
(ABP)

Intelligency Blue
(BNB)

With more than a century in the automotive industry, we can assure you that you will
enjoy the most comprehensive customer support and first-class service by well-trained
professionals, using state-of-the-art technologies, diagnostic tools and Grade A genuine
parts to keep your Kia vehicle running in peak condition. All Kia genuine parts come with
1 year or 20,000km (whichever comes first) warranty.

Black one-tone interior

This is our commitment to you.

Wheels
Glacier White Pearl
(GWP)

Industry-leading
warranty

Intense Red
(A6R)

17-inch
215/60R17
Alloy wheel

We are confident of the quality and durability of
every Kia vehicle, having undergone stringent
pre-delivery processes and checks before being
delivered in pristine condition. We are so confident that
your new Kia car will enjoy a 5-year unlimited mileage
warranty and a 10-year engine warranty.

Punchy Orange
(A7A)

From the date of registration, your new Kia car is
covered against defects in materials and workmanship
for a period of 5 years of factory unlimited mileage.

Dimensions (mm)
4,315

Overall width

1,800

Overall height

Wheelbase

Overhang (front/rear)

Leg room (front/rear)

1,051/973

1,645
(with sunroof and roof rack)
1,620
(without sunroof and roof rack)

Head room (front/rear)

965/980
(with sunroof)
1,015/980
(without sunroof)

Shoulder room (front/rear)

1,409/1,395

2,610

Min. ground clearance

190

Fuel Consumption (1/100km)

6.3

CO2 (g/km)

143

VES banding

B

1,572/1,595 (16”)
1,560/1,583 (17”)

1,620

Overall length

Wheel tread
(front/rear)

Cycle & Carriage Aftersales Service
keeps your car in its prime

865

2,610
4,315

840

1,572

1,595

1,800

865/840

※ All information contained herein was based upon the latest available information at the time of printing. Descriptions are believed to be correct, and Kia Motors Corporation makes every effort to ensure accuracy, however accuracy cannot be guaranteed.
From time to time, Kia Motors Corporation may need to update or make changes to the vehicle features and other vehicle information reported in this brochure. Some vehicles shown include optional equipment that may not be available in some regions. All video
and camera screens shown are simulated. Kia Motors Corporation, by the publication and dissemination of this material, does not create any warranties, either express or implied, to any Kia products. Contact your local Kia dealer for the most current information.
ⓒ 2019 Kia Motors Corporation. Reproduction of the contents of this material without the permission of Kia Motors Corporation is prohibited.

On top of that, starting from 1 June 2014, your Kia car will
come with a 10-year engine warranty, subject to a
maximum mileage of 200,000km or 10 years, whichever is
earlier. This engine warranty from Cycle & Carriage will take
effect immediately after the expiry of the manufacturer’s.

Kia Seltos Features (SX and GT Line only)

10.25” infotainment system
with Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto Connectivity

Sound mood lighting system

Technical Data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Displacement (cc):
Engine type:
Max Power (ps):
Max Torque (Nm):
Fuel Consumption (ℓ/100km):
CO2 Emission (g/km):
VES Banding:

Head-up Display

1.4ℓ Mid-Sized SUV
1,353
Kappa 1.4 T-GDi
140@6,000rpm
242@1,500-3,200rpm
6.3
143
B

• Overall length (mm):
• Overall width (mm):
• Overall height (mm):
• Wheelbase (mm):
• Minimum turning radius (m):
• 0-100 km/h (s):
• Fuel Tank (ℓ):

4,315
1,800
1,620
2,610
5.3
9.8
55

J.D. Power
Highest Ranked Mass Market
Brand in Initial Quality Study
6 Years in a Row
All information are subject to changes. Specifications may vary.
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SPECIFICATIONS
EXTERIOR

EX

SX

GT Line

Alloy wheels

16”

17”

17”

Halogen

LED

LED

LED

LED

LED

Sunroof

-

l

l

LED Tail lamps

-

l

l

3.5”

7” with supervision
cluster

7” with supervision
cluster

433-litre luggage capacity

l

l

l

Touchscreen infotainment system with Apple Carplay and Android Auto Connectivity

8”

10.25”

8”

Center fascia accents

-

l

l

Stainless steel pedals

-

-

l

D-cut leather steering wheel

-

l

l

Black leather seats with GT-line logo

-

-

l

Rear air con vents

l

l

l

60:40 split folding rear seats

l

l

l

Cruise Control

l

l

l

Drive Mode Select (Sand, Snow, Mud, Sport, Eco, Normal)

l

l

l

Button start/stop with keyless entry system

l

l

l

Steering wheel audio control

l

l

l

Head-Up Display (HUD)

-

l

l

Wireless Smartphone Charger

-

l

l

Sound mood lighting system

-

l

l

Electrochromic rear-view mirror

-

l

l

Ventilated front seats

-

l

l

Automatic climate control

-

l

l

Sunshade curtain

-

-

l

Rear View Monitor (RVM)

l

l

l

Advanced 6-airbag system

l

l

l

Parking Distance Warning (PDW)

l

l

l

Electronic Stability Control (ESC)

l

l

l

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)

l

l

l

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)

l

l

l

Vehicle Stability Management (VSM)

l

l

l

All wheel disc brakes with front ventilated

l

l

l

Headlamps
Daytime Running Lights

INTERIOR
TFT LCD display

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE

SAFETY AND SECURITY

Images used are for illustration purposes only. All Kia passenger vehicles are covered by a 5-year unlimited mileage factory warranty and a 10-year engine warranty. All specifications are
subject to change without prior notice from Cycle & Carriage Kia Ptd Ltd. Printed in September 2020.
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